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ABSTRACT
Spam is unsolicited bulk email which is extremely annoying to 
the recipients and the ISPs. However, most of the traditional spam 
filtering methods commonly neglect the bulk character of spam. 
This paper proposes a model of cooperative anti-spam system 
based on multilayer agents. We compared our model to the state-
of-the-art and found that our model achieved better performance 
and robustness on several known corpora. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search 
and Retrieval –Information filtering, Relevance feedback, 
Retrieval models. 

General Terms
Design, Experimentation 

Keywords
Spam filtering; fingerprint; shingle; cooperative anti-spam system; 
multilayer agent 

1. INTRODUCTION
Spam is unwanted communication intended to be delivered to an 
indiscriminate target, directly or indirectly, notwithstanding 
measures to prevent its delivery [1]. Spam is extremely annoying 
to the recipients and the ISPs, because of occupying much 
bandwidth, wasting many resources of storage and computation, 
more seriously, threatening the safety of internet and personal 
computers.  

Spam filtering is an automated technique to identify spam for the 
purpose of preventing its delivery. For now there are many spam 
filtering methods to fight and block spam, such as rule-based 
filtering, whitelists/blacklists, challenge-response, keyword-based 
filtering, content-based filtering, etc. However, these methods 
commonly neglect the important character of spam that each 
email is typically sent to a vast number of recipients. Cooperative 
method, therefore, should resolve the problem more effectively by 
capturing, recording, and querying the judgments of recipients 
who have received the same or similar emails [2, 3].  

Fingerprints are short tags for large objects [4]. Calculated by a 
certain cryptographic hash function, we can universally identify 
every email with a fingerprint. Fingerprints have the property that 
if two of them are different then the corresponding emails are 
certainly different and there is only a small probability that two 
different emails have the same fingerprint. We can firstly extract 
some individual shingles or important features from an email, and 
then calculate a result set of fingerprints so as to discern 
duplicated or similar emails. 

2. RELATED WORK 
2.1 Email Fingerprint 
The purpose of using email fingerprints, not original email or 
extracted summary of content, to discern spam is to reduce 
information storage size, raise comparison speed and protect 
recipients’ privacy. Fingerprint generation approach can be seen 

as a certain collection of functions: ,

where

}}1,0{:{ kfF

 is the whole set of all concerned emails and k is the 

length of the fingerprint. For a set of email samples S ( S ),
which includes n individual emails, we have such properties as: 

|||)(| SSf ,    (1) 

BABfAf )()( ,  (2) 

or

0)|)()((Pr BABfAfob . (3)

Robin presented a fingerprinting scheme based on arithmetic 
modulo an irreducible polynomial with coefficients in  [5]. 
Rabin's fingerprinting algorithm is fast and easy to implement, 
allows compounding, and comes with a mathematically precise 
analysis of the probability of collision. Mainstream cryptographic 
grade hash functions generally can also serve as high-quality 
fingerprint functions. A drawback of cryptographic hash 
algorithms such as MD5 [6] and SHA [7] is that they take longer 
to execute than Rabin's fingerprinting algorithm.

2Z

2.2 Collaborative Spam Filtering 
According to the definition, spam is an issue about consent, not 
only content. So long as an unsolicited email is sent in bulk, the 
message is spam. Collaborative Spam filtering is a relatively 
newer and better approach to spam recognition. The technique is 
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to have many users share their judgments of what's an undesired 
email and what not. 
Some spam filters based on collaborative approach are already 
available [8], such as DCC (Distributed Checksum 
Clearinghouse), Vipul's Razor, Pyzor and Cloudmark, etc. The 
DCC (Distributed Checksum Clearinghouse) is an anti-spam 
content filter based on distributed checksums including values 
that are constant across common variations in bulk messages, 
including "personalizations". Vipul's Razor is a distributed, 
collaborative, spam detection and filtering network which 
establishes a distributed and constantly updating catalogue of 
spam in propagation that is consulted by email clients to filter out 
known spam. Pyzor is a python implementation of Vipul's Razor, 
but using a different protocol. Cloudmark is an anti-spam and 
anti-phishing system whose solution is originally based on Vipul's 
Razor.

3. COOPERATIVE ANTI-SPAM SYSTEM 
BASED ON MULTILAYER AGENTS 
In this paper, we design a cooperative model based on multilayer 
agents, called CMMA for short. 

3.1 Multilayer Decisions 
The performance of a spam filter is tightly interrelated with the 
adopted knowledge. That is, if a spam filter considers more 
sophisticated knowledge, it will achieve more veracious results, 
but consume more computation and storage resources. Conversely, 
if a spam filter implements more straightforward operations, it 
will run simpler and faster, but become resilient and flexible no 
more. For this reason, we propose a solution of multilayer 
decisions, as shown in Figure 1. As to those duplicated spam in 
bulk, the first layer based on nature-content fingerprinting will 
filter them immediately, and as to those seriously disguised or 
disturbed spam, the second layer based on statistics-content 
fingerprinting will discern them sophisticatedly. 

Figure 1. The solution of multilayer decision in CMMA.

3.2 Shingle Extraction 
The simplest and fastest method to identify spam in bulk is to 
directly hash the entire content of every email to a unique 
fingerprint. This type of method finds exact matches by 
comparing the fingerprint of a coming email with the other 
labeled fingerprints. However, a simple hash of the entire email 
content is not resilient to small content changes, like an additional 
space added to an email, the addition or deletion of the word 
“the,” a stem change to a term, or the replication of a sentence or 
paragraph.

An optimization approach is the shingling arithmetic, where one 
shingle means a contiguous subsequence contained in an email. 
Given an email E containing n words, we can regard it as a 
collection containing (n-w+1) shingles with the length w. For an 
example of 4-shingling, the string “Cooperative Anti-Spam 
System Based On Multilayer Agents” should be replaced by the 
collection of some shingles: {“Cooperative Anti-Spam System 
Based”, “Anti-Spam System Based On”, “System Based On 
Multilayer”, “Based On Multilayer Agents”}. 
Then the next step, we produce a fingerprint list for all these 
extracted shingles, for fast updating and querying, sorted by 
fingerprint value. To do this, the sketch for each email is 
expanded into a list of IDEmailFingerpr _int,  pairs, 

where the Email_ID  indicates which email the fingerprint 
belongs to. Hence, we can calculate the similarity of two emails 
with the ratio of the number of fingerprints they have in common 
to total number of fingerprints between them. 

3.3 Feature Extraction 
Spammers have long been varying the individual contents of each 
spam to make it difficult to wholesale reject a particular message. 
The general notion is that if an email contains roughly many 
features of spam it is also spam whether or not it is a precise 
whole content match. In our solution, we classify email features 
into five categories: format features, term features, contact 
features, attachment features and disguised features. 
1) Format Features: We often find some white noises and striking 
terms in spam. In the front case, there are some HTML 
concealments, such as font-size is less than 0, the forecolor value 
is equal to the backcolor value, existing some invisible span or 
div, etc. In the later case, spammers always attract recipients 
using some evident contrast, such as “COLOR=FF0000”, subject 
line with all uppercase, etc. 

2) Term Features: Decompose email content into individual terms 
and select the most important top k terms that could represent the 
email content by a certain weight based method, such as IDF 
(inverse document frequency), IG (information gain), MI (mutual 
information), etc. 

3) Contact Features: Spammers often remain some dubious 
contact information in spam to draw in recipients, such as a 
website URL, a phone number, an IM address, etc. 

4) Attachment Features: Extract every attachment or image as the 
input parameter of fingerprint function. Thus we can reduce 
attachments’ size to that of short fingerprints, in addition, block 
virus dissemination and be immune to vicious content interfering. 

5) Disguised Features: We often find such disguises, for example, 
using "c0ck" instead of "cock", anchor tags whose href attribute 
does not match the displayable text inside the anchor, etc. 

These features extracted from an email turn out to be as good an 
indicator of spam as any content-based feature. Then next step, 
we produce a fingerprint list for all these extracted features, for 
fast updating and querying, sorted by fingerprint value. To do this, 
the sketch for each email is expanded into a list of 

DCategory_IScore,Indicator_t,Fingerprin
DCategory_I

ScoreIndicator_

 triplets, 

where the  indicates which category the 

fingerprint belongs to, and the  indicates how 
“spammy” the fingerprint is. 
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3.4 Fingerprint Generation 
Fingerprinting an email rather than transmitting the entire email 
content protects the privacy of sender and recipient and 
dramatically reduces the cost associated with transmitting, storing, 
and processing feedback. 
In our solution of multilayer decisions, the size of shingle 
extracted in the first layer (nature-content fingerprinting) is 
generally larger than that of feature extracted in the second layer 
(statistics-content fingerprinting). So we choose different hash 
function as fingerprint generator for each layer.  
The first layer uses a 40-bits fingerprint function, based on Rabin 
fingerprints [5], which is fast to calculate hash value. We use the 
ordered shingles extracted from an email as input parameters and 
get  pairs as output result. In 
our solution, shingle-based fingerprinting has some good
properties as follows: 

IDEmailFingerpr _int,

)()()( BfAfBAf ,  (4) 

where A and B are different shingles,  is the fingerprint 
function, and 

(*)f

))),((()),(( BAfconcatfBAconcatf , (5) 

where  is the concatenation of two shingles. (*,*)concat
The second layer uses the SHA-1 hash function [7], which 
designed by the NSA (National Security Agency) and published 
by the NIST (National Institute of Science and Technology). We 
use the classified features as input parameters and get 

 triplets 

as output result, where the  indicates which 

category the fingerprint belongs to, and the 
will be assigned a value in the phase of model training. 

DCategory_IScore,Indicator_t,Fingerprin
DCategory_I
Indicator_Score

3.5 Model Training 
Even though it is an obvious idea that to accumulate a giant 
corpus including both spam and ham for spam filtering, we might 
meet with enormous difficulties of how to collect individual 
emails, how to mark their labels (spam or ham), and how to assure 
personal information safety. Considering these difficulties, it may 
be a good solution to have a cooperatively maintained list of 
encrypted fingerprints according to a pattern of decentralisation 
and personalisation. 
In practice, in order to reduce the cost of deployment and 
operation, meanwhile, to improve the efficiency of model training, 
we employ a cooperative anti-spam model (see Figure 2) based on 
integrated decision-making of multi-recipient collaboration and 
multi-honeypot collaboration. 
In model training phase of CMMA, when a training agent 
receives an email, spam or ham, from recipients or honeypots, the 
agent extracts shingles and features, firstly. Then input these 
shingles or features into a certain fingerprint generator to receive 
the output of fingerprints. Finally, use these fingerprints to update 
some shared databases of fingerprints.

Figure 2. Model training in CMMA. 

3.5.1 Training Agent 
There are two kinds of training agents in CMMA, i.e. nature-
training agent and statistics-training agent.  
The nature-training agent is applied to deal with shingle-based 
fingerprints by extracting shingles from the nature of email 
content and maintaining the count of each feedback email. These 
feedback emails from recipients and honeypots may be labeled or 
not, therefore called semi-supervised training. Assume 
input  where T is the set of all training emails, 

 and , that is, label is 
defined for only a subset of the training examples. The nature-
training agent will get the output result of  

),,( labelST
T labelS },{: hamspamS

IDEmail _Fingerpr int,  pairs and 

Count_

Count

DuplicateScoreIndicator ,_
ScoreIndicator_

Duplicate_

IDEmail ,_
triplets, where the  is calculated according to 

the labeled emails, and the  is added up 
according to the count of all the feedback emails.
The statistics-training agent is applied to deal with feature-based 
fingerprints by extracting, selecting and weighting features 
according to statistical analysis. The statistics-training agent will 
get the output result of 

DCategory_IScore,Indicator_t,Fingerprin
DCategory_I

ScoreIndicator_

triplets,

where the  indicates which category the 

fingerprint belongs to, and the  indicates how 
“spammy” the fingerprint is according to a certain feature 
weighting algorithm. 

3.5.2 Database of Fingerprints 
From a technical standpoint, it is convenient to build and maintain 
a sharing fingerprint database with the ability of storing, updating 
and querying. In connection with statistics-content fingerprinting, 
we classify email features into five categories: format features, 
term features, contact features, attachment features and disguised 
features, therefore as to the database of fingerprints, we produce 
five types of databases: format-based fingerprints, term-based 
fingerprints, contact-based fingerprints, attachment-based 
fingerprints and disguise-based fingerprints (see Figure 2).

3.5.3 Multi-Recipient Collaboration 
The nature of spam is that each message is typically sent to a vast 
number of recipients. Multi-recipient collaboration permits the 
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anti-spam system to capture, record, and query recipients’ 
feedback of their judgments. One vantage is that the system can 
provide recipients with adequate right to decide whether their 
emails are unwanted messages or not in a distributed way. 
Another vantage of multi-recipient collaboration is that we can 
observe the concept change of what is spam over person and over 
time. 

3.5.4 Multi-Honeypot Collaboration 
Honeypot is a spam trap could be deployed in a distributed way to 
decoy spammers. The feedbacks submitted by distributed 
honeypots are passed to training agents, which generate 
fingerprints for them and update these fingerprints’ 

 in fingerprint database. Multi-honeypot 
collaboration is very effective because the emails collected by 
honeypots are almost assured spam.. 

ScoreIndicator_

3.6 Spam Detection 
Cooperative spam filtering, in which the decision-making result is 
used not only to detect spam for incoming emails, but also to 
provide useful statistical information to fingerprint database, 
promises to make spam detection easier and faster with shared 
knowledge. As to those duplicated spam in bulk, the nature-
content fingerprinting will filter them immediately by comparing 
shingle-based fingerprints and then calculating the similarity. As 
to the seriously disguised or disturbed spam which has escaped 
the first layer based on nature-content fingerprinting, the 
statistics-content fingerprinting will discern them more 
sophisticatedly by matching feature-based fingerprints and then 
calculating the combined score (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Spam detection in CMMA. 

3.6.1 Filtering Agent
There are two kinds of filtering agents in CMMA, i.e. nature-
filtering agent and statistics-filtering agent. If the queried 
fingerprint exists in the fingerprint database, the filtering agent 
can do the similarity calculation or the combined score 
calculation. Or else if the queried fingerprint is not in the 
fingerprint database, the filtering agent can register the new 
fingerprint with recipient’s judgment in the fingerprint database 
for the learning of the filtering agent. 
The nature-filtering agent is applied to deal with shingle-based 
fingerprints by comparing fingerprints and then calculating the 

similarity of two emails. The comparison of two fingerprints sets 
allows us to calculate a percentage of overlap between two 
emails’ shingles. Assume that  and  are two emails to be 

compared, we calculate the similarity of them as: 
im jm

|)}({)}({|
|)}({)}({|

),(
ji

ji
ji mfmf

mfmf
mmr ,  (6) 

where  is the function of fingerprint generation. 
Alternatively, we also can calculate the similarity as: 

)(mf

|)}({||)}({|
|)}({)}({|*2

),(
ji

ji
ji mfmf

mfmf
mmr . (7) 

Then we compare  with a certain threshold ),( ji mmr t , and if 

, we will regard the two emails as the same. 

Finally, by querying the triplets of 

tmmr ji ),(

CountDuplicateScore _,

ScoreIndicator_
CountDuplicate_

Indicator _

it

dt

IDEmail ,_
generated in the training phase from fingerprint database, we can 
make the following decision: if the  exceeds 

a certain threshold  or the  exceeds a 

certain threshold , the nature-filtering agent will classify the 
email to spam. 
The statistics-filtering agent is applied to deal with feature-based 
fingerprints by matching identical fingerprints generated from 
each category.  Then, by querying the triplets of 

DCategory_IScore,Indicator_t,Fingerprin
generated in the training phase from fingerprint database, we can 
calculate the combined decision-making score as follows: 

k

i
i mfScoremC

1
))(()( ,  (8) 

where  is the th fingerprint of email m ,

 is the  of . Finally, 

we can make the following decision: if  exceeds a certain 
threshold

)(mfi

))(( mfi

i
Score ScoreIndicator_

(mC
)(mfi

)
t , the statistics-filtering agent will classify the email to 

spam. 

4. EXPERIMENTS
In order to examine the performance of CMMA, we implement 
two groups of experiments. In our experiments, we adopt the 
evaluation method of ROC curve to compare our results to that of 
SpamAssassin and Vipul's Razor. The ROC curve is the 
representation of the tradeoffs between FPR (false positive rate) 
and FNR (false negative rate), where FPR is the proportion of 
ham identified as spam, and FNR is the proportion of spam 
identified as ham. For clarity, the percentage of )%1( AUC
often be report for evaluation, where the AUC is the area under 
the ROC curve.
We performed two groups of experiments to compare the 
performance and robustness of SpamAssassin, Vipul’s Razor and 
CMMA. Table 1 summarizes the comparison results of two 
groups of experiments.
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TABLE 1. Results of Two Groups of Experiments 

(1-AUC)%Corpora
SpamAssassin Vipul's Razor CMMA 

Ling-Spam 8.89 4.49 3.57
PU3 5.25 3.01 2.45

We performed the first group of experiments on the Ling-Spam 
corpus [9], which includes 481 spam messages and 2412 ham 
messages. To simulate the real-world of spam in bulk, we 
generated multi-duplicate of spam, i.e. 2-duplicate, 4-duplicate, 8-
duplicate, 16-duplicate, and 32-duplicate. Then mixed these 
duplicated spam into the original corpus. The comparison results 
are shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Results on Ling-Spam corpus. 
We performed the second group of experiments on the PU3 [10] 
corpus, which consists of 2313 ham messages and 1826 spam 
messages. To simulate the real-world of spam in bulk, we 
generated multi-duplicate of spam as that in the first group of 
experiments. The comparison results are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Results on PU3 corpus. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper proposes a model of cooperative anti-spam system 
based on multilayer agents using email fingerprints. Experiments 
indicate the model has better performance and robustness than the 

state-of-the-art on Ling-Spam corpus and PU3 corpus. However, 
the corpora in our experiment were duplicated by hand, which 
may be different pattern from that in practice. Another future 
work is to build the model into the real-world network to measure 
and test the performance of our solution. 
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